Understand, no one can kill your spirit if you’re a warrior.

— Dr. Cornel West
It has been quite an exercise to look back on this year and reflect on all that we have been through. Even though we are still very much in the thick of it, it is impressive to take inventory of what we have endured and how we have responded to adversity.

We were forced to shutter more than 4 months of After Opps and Life Shop programming. We also had to cancel a total of 5 major fundraising events, and counting. Our operations and our budget were turned upside down. Thankfully, it turns out we are pretty good at doing handstands.

As we moved things off the calendar, our crew quickly shifted gears and drove an endless supply of positive energy into developing new program formats to deliver our mission and new fundraising events to sustain those programs. It was truly impressive to see how motivated, committed and creative we could be when faced with these challenges.

**WITHIN A WEEK** we were mobilized and making regular contacts to our Warrior Families to check in and keep up.

**WITHIN A MONTH** we had developed a virtual program platform and successfully salvaged a canceled gala.

**WITHIN A YEAR** we have reinvented every program we offer and every event we host, while holding true to our core values and mission.

We don’t intend to paint a rosier than real picture of what it is. We are still up against major challenges, as we anticipate a continued slow rise and return of our program enrollment numbers and face unknown outcomes in our 2021 event plans.

All of these uncertainties turn us toward what we do know. We know that we have an amazing and resilient staff. We know that we have an awesomely generous, supportive and resourceful group of boards. We also know that we are working in a community that seems to always have our back. We are grateful beyond words for all of the support that has rallied us through this year. We look forward cautiously, but with confidence, knowing that we have assembled an army of Warriors to keep us going strong.
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Due to the State of Illinois’ Stay at Home Order in late March, Warrior families were cut off from crucial in-person services. Our compassionate and creative program team recognized the threat this posed and worked quickly to adapt. In a month’s time, we had leveraged multiple online platforms to launch our version of virtual programs. We had also deployed all of our tech devices to our team and Warrior families so that we could assist those who needed support in getting connected.

“We had the advantage of having some great technology already in place. The team worked hard to utilize our Seesaw virtual classroom, stay connected with Weekly Warrior Check-In calls, and test our hosting abilities via Zoom. Answering the call to duty, we installed these supports and sustained them from March 16 thru July 20th without charging fees.”

JoAnne Taylor, Warrior Parent

The virtual programs were very important to Sonya and me. They gave Sonya something to do and to look forward to every morning. At night she’d say ‘I have to go to bed early; I have to get up early and get on Zoom with my friends.’”

JoAnne Taylor, Warrior Parent

Over the course of the 4 months we were restricted from in-person programming, we were working hard to develop health-safety guidelines to operate under when we returned. We developed a new version of OK programs. One that was framed in a unified, compressed style of smaller group gatherings.

We were forced to sacrifice some of the blending, socializing and partnering that we normally feature in OK programs, but it was all for the good of public health. After months of training, hours of conversations and pages and pages of protocol preparation, we were returning to onsite programs on July 20!
While our Knockout Catering Company was able to keep operating and keep employing Warriors from the first phase of COVID restrictions, we had to pivot our approach to meet unprecedented challenges. Unable to cater to large events, KCC launched a series of weekly pop-up dinners in March and started producing and selling a line of smoked Knockout Meats this summer.

**POP-UP BENEFICIARIES**

Offering curbside pickup from Urban Pioneer Group or no-contact delivery options, KCC hosted 17 pop-ups this year and donated a portion of the meals to community causes and groups. We connected with Turano, Lyman Avenue Bread, Kinslahger, and Timberfeast farm to round out menus ranging from Knockout Burgers to Smoked Reubens to Jambalaya and more.

**KNOCKOUT MEATS**

With catering event opportunities few and far between, the Knockout crew turned their attention to new markets. What better chance to build our BBQ skillset! So we fired up the smoker and developed a line of smoked meats that we have taken directly to consumers and local businesses alike. Our smoked meat portfolio now includes bacon, pastrami, corned beef and turkey. We are also the proud meat provider to the Daly Bagel and hopefully many more to come in 2021!

**GENEROSITY**

8 local organizations were the beneficiaries of the KCC pop-up dinners, including:

- Sarah’s Inn
- L’Arche Chicago
- New Moms
- PACT
- Housing Forward
- Thankful for Chicago
- Beyond Hunger
- OPRF Infant Welfare Society

17 TOTAL POP-UP DINNER EVENTS
86 MEALS DONATED TO WARRIORS IN NEED
311 MEALS DONATED TO COMMUNITY PARTNERS
86 MEALS DONATED TO COMMUNITY PARTNERS
LOVE FOR
THE COMMUNITY

Even through tumultuous times, we found a way to keep growing love on the Knockout Farm. As in-person programs took a pause from mid-March thru late-July, we used the farm as a space to redirect our workforce. The team worked hard to get the farm ready for the return of Warriors.

The traditional direction of produce coming off the farm was completely reinvented this year. We could not safely re-introduce our trademark culinary programming that would utilize the fresh produce for cooking, learning and eating. So we came up with a bunch of other great ideas to find that food a good home. We were able to preserve the therapeutic and vocational interactions hosted on the farm when programs came back on site.

COMMUNITY SUPPORTED AGRICULTURE

With our normal end points for produce significantly reduced by program and enterprise restrictions, we decided it was a great opportunity to try our hand at a CSA. The trial run of the Knockout Farm CSA fed 13 members with a monthly box of mixed seasonal produce and also included featured add-on items from our local partners, including Kinslahtger Brewing Co, Lyman Ave. Bread Co., several of the newly developed varieties of smoked meats from the Knockout Catering Crew, and of course, Knockout Pickles. The CSA launched late in the season and operated from August through October. We also kept our enterprise goodwill initiatives going via the CSA by providing 30% of the CSA memberships to Warrior Families struggling with food insecurity.

POP-UPS WITH PURPOSE

FROM OUR FARM TO NEW TABLES

We utilized fresh farm produce from salad greens to watermelon in our Knockout Catering pop-up menus, which kept Warriors employed and supported community beneficiaries each week.

We also shared more than 100 pounds of fresh harvest with community groups Beyond Hunger (formerly OPRF Food Pantry) to support their local hunger-relief programming and the Chicago co-op program Veggie Rx, which helps patients with diet-related diseases who are also food insecure.

ACCESSIBILITY ACHIEVED

LOVE GROWS HERE — LOVE ALSO BUILDS HERE

In spite of all of the changes and challenges in the early Spring and Summer, we were able to work with a couple of our most loyal corporate partners to keep our farm accessibility projects on track. Bulley & Andrews and McAdam Landscaping helped us excavate and install three new pathways to the farm’s upper berms, making the farm fully accessible. We also landscaped and laid down new crusher fines gravel to re-establish the accessibility of all of the pathways on the ground level. The place looks like new again!
The impact of the COVID crisis touched all of our operations and programs and constrained our financial resources. It has been a year of pivots and adjustments as we work to maintain our commitment to our Warriors and staff.

### WHERE WE USED OUR RESOURCES

**TOTAL PROGRAM SERVICES: $722,020**

- **42%** Life Skills
- **37%** After-Care
- **21%** Social Enterprise

### OUR RESOURCES

**REVENUES & SUPPORT**

- **$1,024,719**
  - **517,504** Grants/Contributions and In-Kind Donations
  - **283,241** Grants/Contributions and In-Kind Donations
  - **159,121** Special Events (Net)
  - **64,854** Program Revenue
  - **3,024** Social Enterprise Revenue

**HOW WE USED OUR RESOURCES**

**TOTAL FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES**

- **$927,796**
  - **569,901** Program Services
  - **152,168** Social Enterprise
  - **100,842** Core Mission Support: Finance, HR, Board
  - **6,885** Core Mission Support: Fundraising and Partners

### BULLEY & ANDREWS

ALWAYS HELPING LOVE GROW

The Bulley and Andrews team has long been among OK’s most supportive corporate partners. Over the years, their level of support has continued to grow, from both a financial support standpoint and in giving through in-kind support. They have done everything from writing some of our biggest checks, to laying down paver pathways on the Knockout Farm.

Tim Puntillo, President of Bulley and Andrews has been the connector on the Bulley team to the OK Mission. “OK is important to the community for so many reasons,” said Puntillo. “First and foremost because the resources and services OK provides are so limited and so needed. We are so fortunate to have OK in our community.”

Tim and his family are long-time residents of the Oak Park community. They ardently supported the OK mission, even before the partnership with Bulley was formed. Tim has served in an advisory capacity as OK has pondered multiple building expansion, remodel, and other construction projects that needed the keen eye of a career developer/contractor. He and his family and network have also been very loyal attendees of our fundraising events.

“My favorite OK memories are from the Classic when my kids were younger. We would walk to the softball fields and spend the afternoon with them running around (and eventually working their way to the press box PA system) as we enjoyed the festivities with friends,” said Puntillo. “The Gala is also one of my favorite events of the year, as it provides an opportunity to spend time with friends and neighbors celebrating and supporting such a great organization.”

“Stories employees are constantly searching for ways to make a meaningful impact beyond their job — and they want to know they work for a company that values and supports that desire. When we find an organization like OK that has such a great mission and such great people, it’s a perfect match for what our employees are seeking.”

Tim Puntillo
President of Bulley and Andrews

**MEETING THE MOMENT**

**THE FINANCIAL IMPACT OF COVID IN 2020**

All financial results are unaudited. Details on Opportunity Knocks financial statements are available online: www.opportunityknocksnow.org/about/financial-reports